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Dear colleagues,

It is a great pleasure to invite you to the 6th Kraepelin Symposium on Saturday 6th of October at the Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Ludwig Maximilians University of Munich.

This symposium was initiated in 1997 by Hans-Jürgen Möller in order to acknowledge the scientific and clinical excellence of Emil Kraepelin, chairman of the Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy from 1904 to 1922.

The current symposium gives an overview of state of the art in evidence-based psychological and pharmacological treatment options focusing on cognitive impairment and depression in order to optimise treatment outcome in schizophrenia and affective disorders. Since this is an important, however, unfortunately also somewhat neglected field of psychiatry, our symposium aims to bring together internationally renowned researchers from the US and Europe to present their knowledge in this field. With combined forces we hope to improve the prevention of cognitive dysfunction and symptom exacerbations as well as to increase social recovery in young up to older persons.

We are looking forward to welcome you to Munich to the 6th Munich Kraepelin Symposium. We sincerely hope that you will be able to enjoy excellent topics and improve your knowledge regarding cognitive dysfunction and depression in schizophrenia and affective disorders.

Dr. Annette Schaub

Prof. Dr. Peter Falkai
8.00 - 8.40  Registration and welcome coffee
8.45  P. Falkai
Opening remarks: Integrative aetiopathogenetic models and therapeutic pathways: Changes in the last 20 years

**Setting the stage: Severe mental illness in 2018 - where are we?**

Chair: S. Vinogradov / A. Schaub

9.00 – 9.30  P. Falkai
Psychiatric disorders and its importance for the health care system in Germany and the U.S. being the basis for this symposium

9:30 – 10.00  F. Seemüller
Closing the distance between schizophrenia and bipolar disorder: Distinguishing features and similarities

10.00 - 10.30  K. Nuechterlein
The Vulnerability-Stress-Coping Model as a basis for interventions and outcome

10.30 - 11.00  Coffee break

**Psychological interventions to improve outcome in schizophrenia and affective disorder**

Chair: D. Miklowitz / K. Nuechterlein

11.00 – 11.30  C. Torrent
Functional remediation and its effects in bipolar disorder

11.30 - 12.00  K. T. Mueser
Illness management in schizophrenia and bipolar disorder including the role of trauma for psychoses

12.00 - 12.30  A. Schaub
Cognitive psychoeducational group therapy reducing depression and the rate of rehospitalisation in schizophrenia and affective disorders

12.30 – 13.30  Lunch
Evidence-based psychological and pharmacological options to improve outcome in schizophrenia and affective disorder

Chair: K. T. Mueser / N. Koutsouleris

13.30 – 14.00  M. Hautzinger
Psychotherapy of affective disorders: Current status and recent developments

14.00 - 14.30  C. Schüle
Psychopharmacotherapy of affective disorders: Current status and recent developments

14.30 – 15.00  A. Hasan
Cognitive deficits and depressive symptoms in schizophrenia – what’s the guidelines recommendation?

15.00 - 15.30  S. Leucht
Evidence-based medicine based on Cochrane-Meta-analysis: acute therapy, relapse prevention and supported withdrawal from medication.

15.30 - 16.00  Coffee break

Prevention of cognitive dysfunction and symptom exacerbation in schizophrenia

Chair: S. Leucht / M. Hautzinger

16.00 - 16.30  N. Koutsouleris / D. Dwyer
Using neurocognitive data to predict psychosis and bipolar disorder at single subject level

16.30 - 17.00  S. Vinogradov
New strategies in changing brains and improving outcome in schizophrenia - how does it work?

17.00 - 17.30  D. Fowler
How to increase the rate of social recovery in patients with first episode psychosis in early intervention services.

17.30 - 18.00  D. Miklowitz
What is the state of art in psychosocial interventions for bipolar disorder with adolescents?

18.00 - 18.20  A. Schaub
Closing remarks
List of speakers

Dominic Dwyer, Ph.D., Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, LMU, Nußbaumstr. 7, D-80336 Munich.

Peter Falkai, MD, Head of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Professor of the Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich LMU, Nußbaumstr. 7, D-80336 Munich.

David Fowler, Professor in Psychology, University of Sussex, Sussex House, Falmer, Brighton, BN1 9RH. United Kingdom.

Alkomiet Hasan, MD, Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, LMU, Nußbaumstr. 7, D-80336 Munich.

Martin Hautzinger, Professor, Department of Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy, Schleichstraße 4, D-72076 Tübingen.

Nikolaos Koutsouleris, MD, Professor, Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, LMU, Nußbaumstr. 7, D-80336 Munich.

Stephan Leucht, MD, Professor, Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Klinikum rechts der Isar Technical University Munich, Ismaninger Str. 22, D - 81675 Munich.

David Miklowitz, Ph.D., Director, Child and Adolescent Mood Disorders Program, Semel Institute rm A8-256, 760 Westwood plaza, UClA school of Medicine, Los Angeles CA 90095-1793. U.S.A.

Kim T. Mueser, Ph.D., Professor of Occupational Therapy, Psychology and Psychiatry, Executive Director, Center for Psychiatric Rehabilitation, Boston University, 940 Commonwealth Avenue, West Boston, MA 02215, U.S.A.

Keith H. Nuechterlein, Ph.D., Professor of Psychiatry and Biobehavioral Sciences and of Psychology, University of California, Los Angeles, 300 UCLA Medical Plaza, Room 2251, Los Angeles, CA 90095-6968, U.S.A.

Oliver Pogarell, MD, Professor, Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich LMU, Nußbaumstr. 7. D- 80336 Munich.

Annette Schaub, Dr. Ph.D., Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich LMU, Nußbaumstr. 7. D- 80336 Munich.

Cornelius Schüle, MD, Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich LMU, Nußbaumstr. 7. D- 80336 Munich.

Frameprogram: Guided tours to the Kraepelin library and the Alois Alzheimer

Organisation

Organiser and scientific management
Prof. Dr. Peter Falkai / Dr. Annette Schaub
Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy
Medical Center of the University of Munich

Information
Dr. Annette Schaub and Dipl.-Psych. Stella Bodensteiner
stella.bodensteiner@med.uni-muenchen.de

Certificated by the Bavarian Landesärztekammer (BLÄK) for physicians
..... CME-points

Your participation is confirmed in the office of the conference and by offering your barcode when registered by the BLÄK.
Conference venue

Lecture hall of the Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, Medical Center of the University of Munich, Nussbamstr. 7, 80336 Munich, Germany
Registration

at
Stella Bodensteiner  stella.bodensteiner@med.uni-muenchen.de

Please transfer for
50,-- € participation fee symposium

Empf.: Klinikum der Universität München
Bank: Bayerische Landesbank
IBAN: DE26 7005 0000 000 0200 40
BIC: BYLADEMM

Participation form
6th Münchener Emil Kraepelin Symposium

Name

Last Name

Postal address

Telephone

Fax

Email
TAG DER OFFENEN TÜR

Klinik für Psychiatrie und Psychotherapie der LMU München

Am 12. Oktober 2018 wird im Anschluss an das 6. Münchener Kraepelin-Symposium zum Thema „Verständnis und Behandlung kognitiver Beeinträchtigung und depressiver Symptome bei schizophrenen und affektiven Störungen“, das von Hr. Prof. P. Falkai und Fr. Dr. Schaub veranstaltet wurde, ein Tag der offenen Tür für Betroffene und ihre Angehörigen von 14. – 17.00 Uhr in der Nussbaumstr. 7, Bibliothek, mit Fr. Dr. Schaub, Hr. Dr. Schüle und Hr. Dr. Seemüller, Ärztlicher Leiter der Klinik Garmisch-Partenkirchen, stattfinden.

Wenn Sie Interesse haben an dieser Veranstaltung teilzunehmen, melden Sie sich bitte bis zum 12.10.2018 unter stella.bodensteiner@med.uni-muenchen.de.

Herzlichen Dank

Dr. Annette Schaub

Prof. Peter Falkai